Variation in founder groups promotes establishment success in the wild
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Environmental changes currently pose severe threats to biodiversity, and reintroductions and translocations are increasingly used to protect declining populations and species from extinction. Theory predicts that establishment success should be higher for more variable groups of dissimilar individuals. To test this ‘diversity promotes establishment’ hypothesis, we introduced colour polymorphic pygmy grasshoppers (Tettix subulata) to different sites in the wild. The number of descendants found at the release sites the subsequent year increased with increasing number of colour morphs in the founder group, and variation in founder groups also positively affected colour morph diversity in the established populations. Since colour morphs differ in morphology, physiology, behaviour, reproductive life history and types of niche used, these findings demonstrate that variation among individuals in functionally important traits promotes establishment success under natural conditions, and further indicate that founder diversity may contribute to evolutionary rescue and increased population persistence.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Larger founder groups [1] and repeated introductions [2] are known to increase the odds of successful establishment. Theory predicts that establishment success should also be higher for more variable groups [3–6]. Different mechanisms, operating on different time scales, may contribute to positive effects of genetic diversity. Highly diverse groups may be more successful because they are more likely, for purely statistical reasons, than less diverse groups to harbour productive or pre-adapted genotypes (i.e. a sampling effect), and also because standing genetic variance increases the likelihood of evolutionary rescue [7]. The increased predictability and decreased variance in number of survivors in more diverse groups of Gammarus duebeni amphipods [8] and Tettix subulata pygmy grasshoppers [9] is consistent with such a sampling effect. If different phenotypes occupy different niches or facilitate the success of other phenotypes, this may lead to more efficient utilization of a broader range of available resource space (i.e. niche complementarity) [10]. In a longer perspective, selection may increase the frequency of specific alleles and high-fitness genotypes present among founding individuals, and sexual recombination may generate novel and more advantageous allele combinations, and thereby allow for continued selection and evolutionary refinement [5,11].

Despite a growing interest among ecologists and conservation biologists in population-level consequences of phenotypic variation and polymorphism [3–6,10,12–14], little experimental evidence is available to confirm that establishment success is higher for groups of dissimilar individuals [15,16], and the role of variation in functionally important phenotypic traits for establishment has never been examined under natural conditions in the wild. Tettix subulata pygmy grasshoppers (Orthoptera: Tetrigidae) are well suited for such a study. They are small (body length up to 15 mm, average dry body mass approx. 0.07 g), diurnal insects that inhabit biomes ranging from tropical rainforests to arctic regions of Europe, Asia and North to South America (Mexico) [17,18]. Pygmy grasshoppers provide one of the classic examples of colour polymorphism, and intraspecific variation has been documented and analysed for almost a century [19,20].

Colour and pattern in T. subulata are genetically influenced and not affected by developmental plasticity (see Forsman et al. [19] and references therein). Alternative colour variants of Tettix differ also in temperature preferences and physiology, body size, reproductive life history, predator-avoidance behaviours, microhabitat utilization and diet [21–24]. It has also been demonstrated that colour patterns affect the susceptibility of pygmy grasshoppers to predators, and that relative crypsis of alternative morphs depends on the visual properties of their microhabitats [23,25]. These colour variants thus represent different eco-morphs that vary in ability to cope with and exploit environmental resources, such that they occupy different niches [4]. Differences among populations and shifts of colour morph frequencies within populations demonstrate that polymorphic pygmy grasshoppers may undergo rapid evolutionary modifications in response to environmental changes [19], but whether more variable groups are better able to colonize and establish in novel habitats has not been previously investigated.

Pygmy grasshoppers are well suited for introduction experiments. Tettix subulata has a high reproductive capacity; each female may produce several egg pods per season, consisting up to 35 eggs per pod. They have a polynandrous mating system and females mated to
several males may produce half-sibling offspring that are more colour morph diverse [9,20]. Like many other insects, T. subulata are wing dimorphic [18,20], and macropterous individuals with functional wings are capable of active flights of up to 100 m. However, mark–recapture data of free-ranging individuals indicate that T. subulata are sedentary and normally move only a few metres per day [23]. They live on the soil’s surface where they feed mainly on algae, mosses, and dead, partly decayed plant and animal matter in the litter [24], and are easy to find and capture.

To explore if among individual variation promotes establishment success, we combined T. pygmy grasshopper individuals that belonged to the same or to alternative colour morphs into founder groups, introduced them to different sites in the field, and then tested for an effect of number of alternative colour morphs included in the founder group on number of individuals present at the introduction sites of the next generation.

2. MATERIAL AND METHODS

(a) Experimental design and source populations

We introduced 396 adult Tetrix subulata pygmy grasshoppers distributed among 61 experimental founder groups to different natural sites in southeast Sweden. We used the entire range of colour morph variation in the founder groups, from one single morph to either six (distributed among six individuals in 2008 and 2009) or seven (distributed among seven individuals in 2007) different morphs. In our experiment, we did not opt for complete combinatorial replication in pure and mixed groups of only a small subset of morphs available in natural populations to specifically disentangle the contribution of selection versus complementarity to effects of variation on establishment [10]. Instead, we used different levels of variation, and a range of morphs that matched approximately the relative frequencies encountered in the natural source populations. In the least diverse groups, all six (in 2008 and 2009) or seven (in 2007) individuals within a group belonged to a single colour morph. To avoid any differences in viability or reproductive capacity among colour morphs per se being mistakenly interpreted as an effect of level of variation, we did not use the same colour morphs in all homogeneous groups. In the most variable groups, all individuals belonged to six (in 2008 and 2009) or seven (in 2007) different colour morphs. We prioritized replicates with either low or high variation, at the expense of founder groups with an intermediate number of morphs. The exact combination of colour morphs included within each group was chosen at random, but subject to the constraint imposed by their relative availability in the source populations.

The experiment was replicated in 3 years. In 25–28 April 2007, founder groups (n = 30) consisted of seven (four females and three males) individuals that originated from a burnt clearcut area near Kosta (N 56° 51’ 37” E 15° 35’ 64”), and were released in cleared meadows and pastures. In May 2008, founder groups (n = 15) consisted of six (four females and two males) individuals from Bredskärra, a pasture on the island of Öland (N 56° 50’ 96” E 16° 47’ 37”), and were released in coastal meadows. In May 2009, founder groups (n = 16) consisted of six (four females and two males) individuals originating either from Bredskärra or Jordtorpsåsen on Öland (N 56° 40’ 61” E 16° 33’ 34”), and were released in pastures and coastal meadows. Because all habitat types were not represented all years, we cannot separate effects of habitat type on establishment from effects of year of release. Since founder groups were released in random order among sites (see below), any effect on establishment success of habitat type per se would increase the level of variation in our data, but not systematically bias our results and conclusions.

All individuals within a founder group always originated from the same source population. Prior to release, two persons carefully searched each potential release site for grasshoppers during 10 min under sunny weather conditions with a temperature of at least 15°C. The size of searched area was about 50 × 50 m, with some variation among sites depending on the characteristics and spatial scale of habitat heterogeneity. If no T. subulata was observed, the site was either used as an unmanipulated reference site (see below) or as an experimental site, in which case a randomly assigned founder group was released together with the soil in the bucket, since this could contain egg pods, and the position was registered with a GPS receiver. The individuals were released together at the same spot, in the centre of the area that had been searched. If T. subulata were observed during the survey, the area was used as a reference site. Release sites were separated by approximately 1 km or more.

To estimate establishment success, we revisited all release sites 1 year after the introductions. Two persons (A.F. and L.W.) searched for T. subulata for 10 min at each site (during 6–9 May 2008, 25–26 May 2009, and 18, 20, 24 and 28 May 2010), and counted and classified all individuals by sex and colour morph.

To quantify the abundance and estimate colour morph diversity in unmanipulated natural T. subulata populations, we surveyed 36 reference sites, each in two consecutive years, using the same procedure as for experimental release sites.

(b) Statistical analyses

We used generalized linear mixed models (GLMMs) implemented using procedure GLIMMIX in SAS [26] to test for effects of year of introduction (2007, 2008 or 2009) and diversity (number of colour morphs, 1–7) within the founder group on establishment success (number of individuals present at the release site 1 year after the introductions of founder groups). We modelled establishment success using a Poisson distribution, suitable for analysing data in the form of counts. We hypothesized that, within the range of diversity levels used in our experiment, establishment success should increase with increasing number of morphs in the founder groups. Since our treatment included all possible levels of colour morph diversity (given the size of founder groups), diversity was treated as a fixed effect. Year was treated as a random effect. We report the results from the saturated most complex model that included the two explanatory effects and the interaction. In addition, we report the effect of diversity as estimated from the simplest possible model that included only number of colour morphs released. We used the Kenward–Roger method to approximate degrees of freedom [26].

The average number of grasshoppers caught varied among the 4 years of study, both at experimental release sites and at unmanipulated reference sites. For a visual representation of the relationship linking establishment success to colour morph diversity in founder groups, we therefore used standardized values and expressed the number of individuals captured at each site as deviations from the mean number of captured individuals in that year (figure 1b).
To test if the number of colour morphs included in founder groups influenced colour morph diversity in established experimental populations, we first estimated colour morph diversity in each sample, expressed as residuals from year-specific least-squares linear regression of log number of colour morphs on log number of individuals. The relationship linking number of colour morphs to number of individuals in experimental populations did not vary among years (as evidenced by a non-significant effect of the interaction between year and number of individuals; $F_{2,12} = 1.77, p = 0.19$). In this approach, positive and negative residuals indicate that the sample contained more or fewer colour morphs than expected for the number of individuals. We then evaluated the association between colour morph diversity and number of colour morphs in the founder group using Pearson correlation analysis. The null hypothesis that the relative frequency of different colour morphs in experimentally established populations was independent of the relative frequency of colour morphs among individuals in the founder groups released 1 year earlier was evaluated using contingency table analysis.

3. RESULTS

(a) Evaluating effects of founder diversity on establishment success

If individuals vary in functionally important traits and use different niches, then more diverse founder groups should be better able to cope with heterogeneous and changing environments and colonize novel habitats. Our results were in agreement with this prediction. When the 61 introduction sites were surveyed after 1 year, we found 354 individuals, yielding an average of 5.8 (range 0–42) individuals per site. The number of grasshoppers captured during revisits to experimental populations increased with increasing colour morph diversity in the introduced founder groups (GLMM, Poisson regression, effect of number of colour morphs included in founder group: $F_{1,57} = 12.47, p < 0.001$; figure 1a). The number of grasshoppers in experimental populations also differed between years, in a manner similar to the variation seen in unmanipulated reference areas (figure 2 and below). The relationship linking colour morph diversity in founder groups to establishment success was independent of year of introduction (as evidenced by the non-significant effect of the interaction between year and number of colour morphs released; GLMM: $F_{2, 9.166} = 0.72, p = 0.51$), indicating that the positive effect of founder diversity was repeatable in time and across habitat types. The main result was robust and independent of choice of statistical model; the effect of diversity remained highly significant when the
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**Figure 1.** (a) Number of *Tetrix subulata* pygmy grasshopper individuals captured at experimental introduction sites as a function of number of colour morphs included in founder groups released the previous year. The graph shows pooled data for 3 years, and values are standardized by year. (b) Colour morph diversity in experimental populations as a function of number of colour morphs included in the founder group. Colour morph diversity is expressed as residuals from year-specific least-squares linear regression of log number of colour morphs on log number of individuals. Red diamonds indicate mean values. Numbers in italics above horizontal axes indicate sample sizes (i.e. number of replicates). Overlapping data points are jittered in the $x$-axis direction.

**Figure 2.** Number of *Tetrix subulata* pygmy grasshopper individuals captured during standardized searching effort (10 min by two people) (a) in natural populations at unmanipulated references sites in four different years and (b) at experimental sites where founder groups had been introduced the previous year. The figure is based on number of individuals captured. Numbers above boxes indicate sample sizes. Solid lines within boxes indicate median, the boundaries of the box indicate 25th and 75th percentiles, whiskers below and above indicate 10th and 90th percentiles, and dots indicate outlying observations.
interaction and the random effect of year of release were omitted in favour of the simplest possible model that included only number of colour morphs released ($F_{1,59} = 8.16, p = 0.0059$).

(b) Evaluating effects on diversity in established populations

Variation in founder groups also influenced diversity in established populations, indicating that effects of variation may carry over across generations. Relative colour morph diversity in experimental populations (expressed as residuals from the log–log least-squares linear regression of number of colour morphs on number of captured individuals) increased with increasing number of colour morphs included in the introduced founder groups ($r = 0.34, n = 38, p = 0.038$; figure 1b).

The distribution of individuals among the 21 different colour morph categories in the sample collected from the 38 established populations 1 year after the introductions was different from the distribution among individuals included in the sample that comprised the 61 founding groups ($\chi^2 = 146.36, \text{d.f.} = 20, p < 0.0001$), indicating that some colour morphs increased and others decreased in relative frequency between generations. The largest shift in relative frequency was observed for the black morph, which declined from 16 per cent in founder groups to 3 per cent in the established populations after 1 year (see the electronic supplementary material, figure S1).

(c) Evaluating effects of among-year variation

The average number of grasshoppers captured at unmanipulated reference areas varied from 2.0 to 8.5 individuals per site among the 4 different years (Kruskal–Wallis test, $\chi^2 = 8.7$, d.f. = 3, $p = 0.033$; figure 2a). Differences among years were evident also in the experimental populations (figure 2b). Overall, the number of grasshoppers increased more between consecutive years in sites where experimental founder groups had been released (mean change ± s.d., 5.9 ± 7.7, range 0–42 individuals, $n = 61$) than in unmanipulated reference sites (2.9 ± 6.7, range −7 to 22 individuals, $n = 36$; Wilcoxon two-sample test, $Z = 2.28, p = 0.022$).

(d) Comparison of morph diversity between experimental and unmanipulated populations

The relationship linking number of colour morphs to number of individuals did not differ between experimental and unmanipulated populations (analysis of covariance on log–log transformed data, effect on number of colour morphs of the interaction between natural versus experimental population category and number of individuals: $F_{1,59} = 1.63, p = 0.21$; main effect of population category: $E_{1,59} = 2.29, p = 0.14$; figure 3).

4. DISCUSSION

Are more variable groups better able to colonize and establish in novel habitats, as predicted by theory [3–6]? We found that across 61 experimental introduction sites, establishment success, measured as number of descendants found at the points of release the subsequent year, increased with increasing number of colour morphs in the founder group (figure 1a). That the relationship linking colour morph diversity in founder groups to establishment success was independent of year of introduction indicates that the positive effect of founder diversity was repeatable in time and across habitat types. Since pygmy grasshopper colour morphs differ in morphology, physiology, behaviour, reproductive life-history and use different niches [22,23,27], these findings provide rare empirical evidence—in line with predictions [3–6]—that variation among individuals in functionally important traits promotes establishment success under natural conditions in...
the wild. We also found that variation in founder groups positively affected colour morph diversity in the established populations, indicating that founder diversity may also contribute to increased population persistence [5,7,28]. Association of colour pattern with other kinds of traits owing to genetic, developmental or functional associations are manifest in several species [29,30], and our results for pygmy grasshoppers may therefore be relevant also for other organisms.

(a) Why does diversity promote establishment success?
Several mechanisms may have contributed to the superior establishment of more diverse founder groups. The shifts in relative morph frequencies seen between individuals in founding groups and established populations are indicative of selection, but may also reflect differences among morphs in degree of parent–offspring resemblance. We consider selection for camouflage mediated by differential predation [19,23,31,32] to be one of the most important mechanisms behind the observed pattern. Their small size and locally high population densities render grasshoppers susceptible to visual predators such as birds [31,33] and lizards [34]. Tsurui et al. [25], using humans as dummy predators, demonstrated that differences in relative crypsis among alternative T. japonica pygmy grasshopper colour morphs change across different visual backgrounds (sand versus grass). There are also experimental demonstrations of phenotype-dependent predation in pygmy grasshoppers—including our own previous work based on manipulation of colour patterns and its effect on subsequent survival of free-ranging T. subulata individuals under natural conditions in the wild, as well as staged predator–prey encounters in the laboratory—that colour pattern influences survival [23,34,35]. If more colour variants are introduced in a novel environment, the probability increases that at least one morph will be well protected against predators [36]. The coexistence of two or more colour variants may also reduce predator efficiency and increase survival in polymorphic prey populations [37,38]. We therefore propose that the superior establishment success of more variable founder groups is driven at least in part by a lower rate of predator-induced mortality in more colour-morph-diverse founder groups.

The positive effect of diversity on establishment may have been mediated not only by predation or other factors operating on colour pattern per se. Differential survival or reproductive success owing to selection on traits that are genetically, developmentally or functionally associated with colour pattern [29,30] may also have contributed to our finding. Pygmy grasshopper colour variants differ in a suite of correlated and functionally important morphological, physiological, behavioural and life-history traits [21–23,39]. Superior success of more variable groups is therefore expected also if greater generalism (at the level of the group when summed across different individuals) with regard to thermal requirements, dietary preferences or life-history characteristics promotes establishment [4]. Finally, there is experimental evidence that, at high density, survival of captive pygmy grasshopper individuals is enhanced by high phenotypic diversity, indicating that resource utilization is more efficient and competition less manifest in polymorphic groups [40].

It is possible that inbreeding depression contributed to the reduced success of homogeneous founder groups, under the assumption that individuals in founding groups with few colour morphs were more closely related on average than individuals in groups with many morphs. However, since T. subulata siblings from within a single clutch may represent at least five different colour morphs [9], this seems unlikely.

(b) Founder diversity may contribute to population persistence
Our results show that colour morph diversity in the established experimental populations increased with increasing number of colour morphs included in the introduced founder groups (figure 1b). This result points to the conclusion that the effect of diversity on establishment success was not only owing to greater chances of including more successful genotypes in diverse founder groups, since diversity should decrease as a result of evolutionary rescue. One would expect descendant diversity to be positively related to founder diversity in the complete absence of selection, but such an interpretation is incongruent with the observed shifts in relative morph frequencies between generations. The positive relationship between diversity in founding groups and established populations may also reflect niche complementarity [10] or social heterosis [41], if different morphs occupy different niches or facilitate the success of other morphs. Since phenotypically and genetically more variable populations are hypothesized to be better able to withstand and adapt to changing environmental conditions [3–5,7,12,13], this finding suggests that variation in founder groups not only promotes establishment success; the effect may carry over across generations and contribute to increased population persistence.

(c) It is unlikely that the association between founder diversity and establishment success is compromised by immigration
Since T. subulata live for one reproductive season only, the individuals found in established populations were not survivors from the experimental founder groups, but instead represented their descendants. Founder groups were not introduced outside of the natural distribution range, and we therefore cannot discard the possibility that individuals may have immigrated into the experimental areas after the introductions. The influence of any such immigration is difficult to envisage because genetic admixture resulting from interbreeding between individuals from different populations may have either positive or negative effects [6,42,43].

Comparisons of the number and diversity of grasshoppers found at experimental and unmanipulated reference sites suggest that our results were not compromised by immigration. The reference sites were surveyed during the same time of season, on days with similar weather conditions and using a standardized search effort. That different numbers of grasshoppers were captured in different years (figure 2) therefore probably reflects a combination of spatial variation in abundance and natural fluctuations in population size. Despite uncontrolled variation possibly associated with immigration and fluctuating population sizes, the number of grasshoppers increased more between consecutive years in sites where experimental.
founder groups had been released than in unmanipulated reference sites. Even if grasshoppers may have immigrated to experimental sites after the introductions, this finding demonstrates that establishment of founder groups positively influenced local population size. Furthermore, if experimental populations established by founder groups had been influenced by immigrants, colour morph diversity should have been greater in experimental populations (because of the additive effect of combining individuals originating from different source populations) than in unmanipulated populations. However, we found that colour morph diversity was similar in experimental and unmanipulated populations (figure 3). Taken together, these results suggest that many of the founding groups resulted in successful establishment of novel populations.

5. CONCLUSIONS
Our findings provide rare experimental evidence, in line with predictions from theory [3–6], that genetic diversity and variation in functionally important phenotypic traits among individuals promotes establishment success of founder groups under natural conditions in the wild. Furthermore, we found that colour morph diversity was larger in populations established by more variable groups, indicating that the effects of founder variation may carry over across generations and also influence long-term persistence. These findings may help explain why, despite the eroding effects of founder events and drift in small peripheral populations, the amount of genetic variation in marginal populations of some species is surprisingly high when compared with central parts of the distribution range [6,15]. Our results also have implications for conservation biology, since taking variation into consideration may improve the success of reintroduction and translocation projects aiming to protect endangered populations, species and communities [4,5,14]. In this context, it is interesting that species with variable colour patterns have larger geographical range distributions and occupy more diverse habitat types compared with less variable species [44,45]. Finally, that some of the most well-known invasive species (e.g. the harlequin ladybird Harmonia axyridis, the zebra mussel Dreissena polymorpha, the Spanish slug Arion vulgaris and the lizard Anolis sagrei) are characterized by high levels of intraspecific (colour pattern) variation [13,46,47] indicates that information on the level of variation may help identify potential invading species before they become invasive.
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